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INFORMATION PRODUCT TITLE:
All Marketplace Data used since 2000 in the Regulatory Flexibility Act Section of every
FCC Broadband Rulemaking

INFORMATION PRODUCT DATE:
2000-2010

SPECIFIC COMMENT:
This is an omnibus complaint against All data used in the Regulatory Flexibility Act
analyses used in every FCC proceeding since 2000, including every national broadband
proceeding.

SPECIFIC DATA QUALITY GUIDELINE VIOLATED:
Every aspect of the data quality act guidelines as the data in every FCC docket can be
from 1997 etc, and it is not the most recent data -- thus it is unreality, it lacks
quality and is not 'objective.'

ACTION FCC NEEDS TO TAKE:
Stop All FCC proceedings until the FCC fixes all data in the Reg. Flex. We've complained
about this multiple times in multiple dockets and the FCC has never acknowledged or fixed
the data.

If the FCC cares about accuracy, then it must repair ALL data before it raises ratsx, etc.

We are also annoyed that the FCC has not fixed this form to allow for attachments!

Nor does the FCC supply an active email -- We have send these emails the official
documents.

dataqualityform@fcc.gov
Karen Wheeless; Betty Morris
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